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自己紹介

• ドイツで経済学･日本学を専攻
• ボン大学 （1987年）M.A.
• マールブルグ大学（1989年）Ph.D.

• 1983年に初訪日（７ヶ月）
• 留学プログラムで訪日

• 旅行で熊本にも訪問

• 日本で博士課程の研究（1987-88年）
• 一橋大学経済研究所・大学院生

• 日本銀行金融研究所・客員研究員

• 日本の大学での教鞭も（1991-92年）
• 一橋大学経済研究所・助教授

• 以後、拠点をアメリカの大学に
• UC San Diego: 教授
• UC Berkeley: 客員教授
• Harvard Business School:客員教授
• Stanford University:客員教授
• 一橋大学・准教授

• 大学教員の傍ら、客員研究員として日本への滞在経験多数

• 経済産業省経済産業研究所 1995
• 財務省財政金融研究所 1991, 1993
• 日本銀行金融研究所 2003, 2011, 2020
• 日本政策投資銀行 2010

• 研究テーマ・分野
• 日本型経済／経営

• 企業戦略、組織論、金融市場、企業再編、起業論、人材経営、

等

• UC San Diego

• Professor of Japanese Business

• Director, JFIT (Japan Forum for Innovation and Technology)

• Advisory Board Member, 経営共創基盤 IGPI, Inc., Tokyo

• Research Fellow, 三菱総研・未来共創イニシアチブ (MRI ICF)

• Supporter, LINK-J Tokyo
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Many 
doubters:

• “Japan has had 30 years of slow growth”
• “… and deflation”
• “ageing and shrinking society and workforce?”
• “Atrophy in the regions?!”
• “What about the government debt”?
• “..or the limited role of women in the 

workforce?” 
• “Too many inefficiencies!”
• Zombie firms!
• “Productivity is not increasing”

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 
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If it is all so bad, 
then why is Japan 

still the third 
largest economy in 

the world?
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My question is: 

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 
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In response to changing global 
competition, Japan’s leading firms 
have reinvented themselves

• Why Japan Matters
• 3rd largest economy in the world, representing an alternative 

system, different tradeoffs: Slow and stable

• In Strategy: How Japan’s best companies have repositioned
• Aggregate niche strategy: compete in high-end input materials and 

components
• “Choose and focus” v 2.0: new corporate identity

• In Management: corporate renewal in a tight culture
• How to manage organizational change
• New internal processes of work style, space, innovation, efficiency, 

new tradeoffs of work-life, slow-fast, process-outcome

6
© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 
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“Elevator pitch”
• How leading Japanese companies have 

responded to the rise of China and the 
globalization of supply chains,

• … , by moving upstream to dominate a series 
of critical input markets. 

• On average, $5 billion market size each: the “aggregate 
niche strategy” 「集合ニッチ戦略」

• Over 500 product categories: strong “Japan Inside” 
strategy (not visible)

• Japanese companies now anchor many Asian supply 
chains: new dependencies

• Japan’s leading companies are among the frontrunners 
in the DX.

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 7
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How can both be correct?  A presentation of the “20-80 rule”

• Roughly, 80% of outcomes (or outputs) result from 
20% of all causes (or inputs)

• In this case, roughly 20% of Japanese companies 
explain the bulk of Japan’s economic performance

• Most existing analysis are of the “80%” of 
companies that don’t

• Today, let’s look at the portion of Japanese 
companies that make Japan the third largest 
economy in the world

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 
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Today’s 
Agenda

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 

(1) Why “Reinvent”?

(2) The “Aggregate” Niche Strategy 「集合ニッチ
戦略

(3) Digital Manufacturing 「デジタル現場」

(4) Can Japan Compete in the DX? 
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(1) The 
Business 

Reinvention
=

選択と集中2.0

12

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 

• Japan lost previous leadership in B2C to South Korea, Taiwan 
and China. 

• The new global of supply chains require global production 
networks. 

• The digital transformation (DX): compete at the global 
technology frontier

• New global shocks: COVID-19 pandemic, Ukraine war, China 
uncertainty, etc. 

Global:

• Employment changes: changing society, labor shortage
• Corporate governance reform and ROE / profitability 

pressures

Domestic: 

Why Reinvent 再興? 
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The “Showa Business Model”
• Postwar Japan industrial policy: geared toward size

• Success measured in sales and employment: the bigger the better

• Access to talent, technologies, trade quotas; stock price; higher pay

• Companies grew through diversification: business units and subsidiaries

• The ”bubble economy” drove that to excesses

• After the bubble ended, the “3 excesses”: debt, people, assets

• After 1998: first wave of “choose-and-focus” 選択と集中

• Exits, sell-outs, reorganization

• “Strategic inflection point” and new corporate laws

• Mostly “low-hanging fruit”: non-performing or non-core businesses

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego

Cornell University Press 2008
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The Challenge of the 2010s 
(2nd “lost” decade)

• By 2019, Japan still had 250+ conglomerates
• = firms with more than 50 subsidiaries
• 25% of JPX400 firms had more than 100 

subsidiaries
• trading at “conglomerate discount” 
• many still stooped in old processes 

• To respond to the rise of China, now need choose-and-
focus v. 2.0

© Ulrike Schaede |UC San Diego 
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Akebono (551 pounds, 6’8”, Hawai)

Konishiki (633 pounds, 6’)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zIhHavtCJLQ

Mai-no-umi

216 pounds, 5’7 feet

16

Choose and Focus v. 2.0

• 技のデパート
• ”The Store of Superior Techniques”

• Go on a diet, plus
• Become a completely different athlete

• Outsmart the others
• Compete through technology, not size
• Create dependencies so as to profit from 

their successes

• Change the “identity” of the company
• Core competencies and business sectors
• Corporate culture

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 
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The Globalization of Supply Chains

Why Reinvent? 
• Japan lost top position in mass-production of consumer end products
• To compete, leading companies are moving upstream to advanced input materials, parts, 

and machinery
• Japan will never be as big as China. Need to go where the money is!

(c) Ulrike Schaede, UC San Diego
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Move up or 
down the 

”smile 
curve”

18

The “Smile Curve” of Profits

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 

This repositioning is the “reinvention” 
in Japan’s manufacturing industries

Where the money is
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© Ulrike Schaede, University of California, San Diego

Capturing Value in the Global Supply Chain

19

Source: WSJ Dec 16, 2010

For every iPhone sold, 
somebody in Japan 
earned
$178.96 * 34% = $60.84

2010 Study by Asia Development 
Bank Institute

My question: Who is that “somebody”?

20

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 
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“Aggregate Niche 
Strategy”

NEDO/METI Analysis (2018):
931 global products categories

>50% Japanese share in 478
avg. market size $5 billion

21

$$$$  
These niches are too small for China just now

22

South Korea

22
© Ulrike Schaede, UC San Diego 

~$1 billion

Combined Global Market Share of Korean Companies (in %)
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Combined Global Market Share of U.S. Companies (in %)

United 
States

24

Japan 2006 – 2016 This is a recent development.

© Ulrike Schaede, UC San Diego
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© Ulrike Schaede, University of California, San Diego

Capturing Value in the Global Supply Chain
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2019 Huawei P30Pro

1,631 parts, $364 production cost
China: 38%
Japan: 23%
South Korea: 8%
Taiwan: 8%

Not counted:
• Filters, oscillators, vibrators, contacts
• Inputs that Japan shipped to 

Taiwan and Korea for parts production
• Photoresists, etc.
• LCD production machinery

i.e., the expensive components 
were not assessed

26

The
Aggregate 

Niche Strategy
「集合ニッチ戦略」

• NEDO/METI: 50%+ market share in about 500 products 
under study

• Average size of each market: about $5 billion 
• Not just exports: Global production network 
• This is a story of VERY LARGE, listed companies 

• Fujifilm, JSR, TOK, Showa Denko, DIC, Kaneka, 
Hitachi, Panasonic, AGC, NEC, …

• This is a large firm, “deep tech” innovation 
strategy

• No mastermind, no METI direction: this happened 
as a strategic reaction: how to profit from the rise 
of Korea, Taiwan and China?

© Ulrike Schaede, UC San Diego 26

NOT a “Hidden Champion” Story
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• Healthcare
• Functional materials (film--<1%)
• Document solutions (optical devices)

28
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Implications | The aggregate niche strategy

Japanese companies now 
anchor the Northeast 
Asian trade.

Korea, Taiwan and China are dependent on 
Japanese inputs
New competitive balance in Asia

Leading Japanese companies are 
changing their core identity and 
innovation strategies.

Leaders in B2B advanced input materials (Sony, Panasonic, 
Mitsubishi Materials, Mitsui Chemical, etc.)
Platform providers, data players, connectivity (Hitachi, 
Mitsubishi Electric, FANUC, etc.)
DX leaders in digital manufacturing (DMG Mori, Hitachi, 
Keyence, Omron, Sony, etc.)

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 
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North East-Asian Trade (2018 data)

• Japan and China = about equal

• Korea and Taiwan: growing trade 
deficit with Japan

• China: growing trade deficit with 
Korea and Taiwan

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 
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(2) The Future: 
How can Japan 
compete in the 
DX?

32

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 

What is the 
DX?

(Digital Transformation)

• Vision and sensing technologies
• 5G
• Autonomous systems and robotics
• Digital manufacturing (industry 4.0)
• The “cloud”

Hardware

• Artificial intelligence and machine learning 
(AI/ML)

• “Big Data”: new data drilling and data mining 
techniques

• Blockchain, open ledger
• ~tech (fintech, insurtech, proptech, matech …)

Software

Trigger: Great advances in communication technologies, 
computing powers and analytical techniques

Note: Japanese
and German

companies are 
very strong here.

Note: Japanese
and German

companies are 
very strong here.

Note:  It is not 
clear who will win 
here. Currently 

the U.S. is 
strong.

Note:  It is not 
clear who will win 
here. Currently 

the U.S. is 
strong.

No country, no government, no company and no person can avoid or evade this.
“Buying time”, or “wait and see” approaches are not options

No country, no government, no company and no person can avoid or evade this.
“Buying time”, or “wait and see” approaches are not options
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New 
Vocabulary

©
 U

lrike Schaede | U
C San D
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• Digital Transformation = “DX”
• also CX, IX, BX (corporate/industry/bio)
• sometimes called 4IR, “fourth industrial revolution”)

• No “DX” in the U.S. yet
• portemanteu words for the disruption, ending with “-

tech”
• fintech (financial services), insurtech (insurance), agrotech 

(agriculture), proptech (real estate), matech (marketing), 
medtech (health sciences and medical devices)

• For manufacturing: “Industry 4.0”
• For society overall: “Society 5.0”

34

What are the DX Business Disruptions?

• From economies of scale to super-efficient “single-piece” manufacturing
• Industry 4.0: all parts and products have a “digital twin”
• Changes the nature of “work” and requisite employee skills

(1) Digital Manufacturing

• Emergence of “as a Service” – “x-aaS”
 MaaS: mobility as a service, LaaS: transportation/logistics as a service

• New industries, e.g.: HaaS – Housekeeping as a service
• Technical definition: when core profit generation shifts from the sale of goods to the 

creation of benefits from using goods 

(2) Servitization
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Industry 4.0: 
Digital Manufacturing

IoT, 5G, constant 
connectivity, big data, AI

The disruption of the 
“production automation 
pyramid”

Where the DX will 
materialize first. 

https://www.smctraining.com/en/webpage/indexpage/312

36

Source: Alberto Moel, Veo Robotics
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323921237_Service-oriented_communication_model_for_cyber-physical-production-systems/figures?lo=1

This does not exist yet… but it is beginning to happen!
The first real use case of AI/ML. 

デジタルモノづくり

Cloud systems          Operating systems             Database/Big Data              AI           

a

Future: 
Software Services:
data-based 
value creation

Disruption now: 
Integrated Systems: 
value creation through 
advanced system
solutions

Value creation through 
advanced equipment 

Value Creation and Value Capture in Industry 4.0

Planning,        Logistics       Process 
optimization

Small/single lot,
high customization

Cross-company synergies,
joint ordering

Manufacturing
equipment

Robots & 
machinery

Sensors,
measurement 

equipment, 
connectivity

Factory 
automation/ 
numerical 
controls

MES & ERP software
(manufacturing execution, enterprise

solution systems, SCADA, SPS)

Value creation through 
advanced software tools 

Current:
Gemba/ 
Shopfloor 
level

few use cases yet, few applications

Expanded from: METI, 製造業をめぐる現状と政策課題 2018
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“Why don't we 
have GAFAM-
type companies 
in Japan?”

Is that really true? And, does it matter? 

Softbank (unique), Recruit (!), Rakuten (O-ran), Hitachi (stronger than IBM just 
now), many startups

Japan has lots of companies where other have none, or even potential 
competitors: NEC, FANUC, MELCO, Spread, Omron, JSR, etc.

It is a global evolution. Cross-border alliances abound. Domestic policies will be 
disrupted and reshaped, too.
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(3) The DX
and Business 
Model
Reinvention

© Ulrike Schaede, UC San Diego
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Quick Example: The Music Industry

4 Disruptions: 
1) CD-rom, late 1980s: from analog to digital music
2) MP3 (MPEG) format for digital audio, late 1990s, for sharing digital music
3) Napster (college student) peer-to-peer file sharing, 1999
4) iTunes, Pandora, Spotify, Amazon Music, etc.

Music-as-a-Service

How does Spotify make money:
- Subscriptions

- Advertisements
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What will this look like in 
other industries? 

• Lots of uncertainty: we don’t know
• Some companies already have clear 

visions, others are falling behind
• Let’s look at 3 quick examples from 

Japan

Toyota as an MaaS company
New Production and New Use Patterns

*CASE: Connectivity, Autonomous, Sharing/Subscription and Electrification

https://business.nikkei.com/atcl/gen/19/00109/
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The Car Industry of the Future

• You will have a subscription service, just like Spotify for music
• When you need to go somewhere, you launch an app

• A (self-driving) car parked in your area: you get the key code
• A car-sharing service will pick you up (like Uber today)
• A flying car will arrive within 10 minutes

• Pricing model: subscription and/or usage fee
• While you are in the capsule, you will be sold other services

• The capsule (car) is completely standardized, the services are 
personalized

The Future Toyota?

• Today: sells 9 million cars annually, about $300 billion

• 2030 vision: sell almost no cars, just provide transportation services

• Mobility-as-a service
• Similar to Spotify, Netflix

• “Car worker of the future”: 
• IT/platform/services

Could this be 
the reality by 

2030?

Could this be 
the reality by 

2030?

Strategy takeaway: this means new manufacturing processes, 
new products to develop, new ways to generate profits, new global competition, 

and a need for a new type of employee.

Strategy takeaway: this means new manufacturing processes, 
new products to develop, new ways to generate profits, new global competition, 

and a need for a new type of employee.
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Example 2: Trains & City Infrastructure

Hitachi in 2010
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Smart City = Grid
• No longer about “selling things”, but 

connecting things
• There may still be manufacturing, but the 

”product” is a “service”

• Train business model: TaaS
• Old: Make trains and spare parts, sell to 

railway companies; add services (IT, 
operations, repairs, etc.) 

• New: Manufacturing trains but sell the service 
of “running the train system” to JR, etc. 

• Energy
• Build the smart grid for energy

• Many other areas…

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 
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Hitachi’s 
recent 
pivots

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 

• Spun out: chemicals, medical, construction 
machinery, metals, etc.

• Acquired: ABB power grid, JR automation, Hitachi 
Solutions, Hitachi Hi-Tech

Strategy:  “Choose and Focus” 2.0

• Move away from pipe model for products
• Offer connectivity services and usage of 

infrastructure 
• Hitachi Ventara, Lumada Platform

Envisioned Business Model: “Smart 
City” as a Service
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What will it take? 

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 
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Uncertainties

What kind of skills and 
people?

• The “autoworker” of 
the future?

• Attract traffic trough 
platform offerings: 
system engineers, 
concierge services

What kind of processes?

• How (for what) will 
people get promoted?

• Where will the 
innovation come from?

What kind of corporate 
governance?

• Shift to subscription 
model means huge 
shift in revenue 
structure and 
profitability

• How will markets 
measures success? Not 
ROE!

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 
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What will it take?

Future visions and 
aggressive bets

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 
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The Triple “Lucky Moment”

© Ulrike Schaede | UC San Diego 

The Business 
Reinvention: 

Choose-and-Focus v. 
2.0

The DX and the Shift 
to as-a-Service 

business models

Industry 4.0 and 
Digital 

Manufacturing 
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Thank you!

Ulrike Schaede
School of Global Policy & Strategy
University of California San Diego

uschaede@ucsd.edu
www.thejapanologist.com


